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I’m kinda surprised by that stream temp to be honest. I fished the DHALO stretch during several heat waves
(hotter than this past week) over the last couple of years and never took a temp over 66. Warm runoff from the
concrete channel in Lebanon from the late day Tstorms maybe?
I’m also kind of surprised about that little Brookie…I’ve heard of guys catching small Browns and Bows
(although I haven’t caught any) that appeared to be wild, but that’s the first I’ve heard of a little Brookie like
that. There’s at least one stream in the Quittie watershed that has Brookies, so it could be a transplant from
that stream, but who knows?
My experience with the DHALO stretch is that it holds over a good bit of stockers despite the pressure, and
even in the Summer I don’t see a lot of guys taking fish from it. It’s mostly FFers C&Ring. It would be a
decent stretch for a C&R FFO actually as there is plenty of open, unposted water just downstream of Annville
that is heavily stocked and general ATW. I agree the fish in the DHALO are difficult to catch this time of
year…I’ve had the best luck in the early mornings sight casting to risers. If they’re rising I’ve found them not to
be overly picky and could usually catch them or at least get a take with a decent drift. Trico patterns mostly…if I
found a picky one that kept rising and ignoring the Trico I’d throw on a Flying Ant and often get a take. If
they’re not rising…good luck. I’d sometimes take a walk through the DHALO stretch and if I didn’t see any
risers I’d get back in the car and head over to the Swatara for Smallies without even making a cast.

